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By Steven Le Blanc

St. Martin's Griffin. Paperback. Condition: New. 256 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x 6.1in. x 0.8in.With
armed conflict in the Persian Gulf now upon us, Harvard archaeologist Steven LeBlanc takes a long-
term view of the nature and roots of war, presenting a controversial thesis: The notion of the noble
savage living in peace with one another and in harmony with nature is a fantasy. In Constant
Battles: The Myth of the Peaceful, Noble Savage, LeBlanc contends that warfare and violent conflict
have existed throughout human history, and that humans have never lived in ecological balance
with nature. The start of the second major U. S. military action in the Persian Gulf, combined with
regular headlines about spiraling environmental destruction, would tempt anyone to conclude
that humankind is fast approaching a catastrophic end. But as LeBlanc brilliantly argues, the
archaeological record shows that the warfare and ecological destruction we find today fit into
patterns of human behavior that have gone on for millions of years. Constant Battles surveys
human history in terms of social organization-from hunter gatherers, to tribal agriculturalists, to
more complex societies. LeBlanc takes the reader on his own digs around the world -- from New
Guinea to the Southwestern U....
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ReviewsReviews

This written publication is wonderful. It really is loaded with knowledge and wisdom You will not really feel monotony at at any time of your time (that's
what catalogues are for relating to if you ask me).
-- Desmond Becker-- Desmond Becker

Absolutely essential go through publication. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will not feel monotony at at any time of the
time (that's what catalogues are for regarding if you ask me).
-- Ambrose Thompson II-- Ambrose Thompson II
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